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I was reading the recent 7.23.20 prayer request on this site by Jonathan and it 

jolted my memory.  Earlier this month I had a vision and wrote a few words 

based on the vision but it wasn’t really anything put together so I laid it aside – 

until now that is.   

For the past month or so I have been led to the word ‘monsters’.  I have seen 

this word so often I don’t even note it down in my notebook anymore. 

On the morning of 7.9.20 I had a flash vision of what looked like a ‘pikachu’ a 

short, chubby, yellow colored creature that belongs to the ‘pokemon’ species.  

Pokemon literally means ‘pocket monster’.  In my vision, these ‘pikachu’ were 

popping up all over a large green colored background (possibly a map based on 

the angle) but I couldn’t say exactly where.  These ‘pokemon’ characters 

literally kept multiplying and multiplying until they filled the enter area.   

According to a post in CharismaNews titled ‘Is Pokemon Go Evil, Dangerous or 

Demonic?” by Michael Snyder (7/15/16)… 

“The Pokemon are supposed to be "monsters" that have special    

powers and share the world with humans.  Like many video games, 

Pokemon is riddled with occult concepts.  Concepts like “magical stones”, 

teleportation, ghosts, all-seeing eye, psychic power and using spirits 

to achieve results in the real world are all givens in this game realm.  All 

of this is contrary to scripture.  The Pokemon games and comics, etc., 

teach….a magical worldview that is completely opposed to the Bible.” 

I posted several articles here on this site 444ProphecyNews that the ‘monsters 

are coming’.  From what I’ve been shown and from what other messengers have 

shared – it appears they are coming in every size, shape and form imaginable.  

Based on the frequency of the word ‘monsters’ the Holy Spirit has led me to - I 

believe we are getting closer to the time when the real ‘monsters’ will one day 

return to inhabit the earth. 


